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     Brief Summary
Most calls to Radio Ergo’s audience feedback platform in the week 7-13 April 2022 raised the continuing if not worsening challenges and hardships being 

caused by ongoing drought, with lack of water, food, and animal fodder, and rising prices. In the few areas that reported rainfall this week the callers said 

it was not enough or had been short-lived. Locust invasions were reported by callers in some northern parts including Awdal, Together, Sanag and Sool. 

COVID19 seemed to concern some callers who indicated that it was prevalent in their areas and had questions about protection. The following 

summarises the calls by theme.

Drought – in the north, callers in Baki, Lughaya, and Silil in Awdal complained of prolonged harsh drought conditions, with one saying drought had killed 

their goats, camels and even donkeys. A caller in Hawd said there was drought and water scarcity and they needed aid agencies to help them. Togdher 

and Sanag produced the most calls. A caller in Buhodle said they had received a little rainfall but now they were calling for aid. A caller in Doqoshay said 

many people from there had migrated across the border into Ethiopia where some rain had fallen. In Qoryalle a caller said the water wells were now 

running dry and no rain was in sight, so they needed water aid. A caller in Badhan said they had received a little ‘deyr’ rainfall leaving some pasture, but 

now they feared a return to drought. A caller in an area of Sanag region without any water sources said the price of water had skyrocketed and they 

needed aid. Another said his livestock had become so weak they could barely walk the long way to the nearest water. A caller in Ainabo said they had 

water and fodder for their livestock but no clean water for families. A female caller said the drought was worsening there. In Puntland, there were calls 

about worsening drought and water scarcity from several parts of Bari region including Karkar, Qalanqale, Qardo, and Rakho-Raho. One caller said their 

livestock were dying and they and other families facing hardships needed aid. A caller in Garowe said in areas that received some rainfall, the water was 

quickly depleted by migrating families with their livestock. In Mudug, a caller in Hinlabi said they needed help repairing broken water pumps. In Galgadud, 

callers in Adado, Dusamareb, Balanbale, Galo, and Guriel said livestock had died, water catchments were dry, and they needed food and other aid. A 

caller in Abudwak said food was short and prices of fuel were rising, whilst the little rainfall had not been enough for their starving livestock to recover. In 

Hiran, callers in Beletweyne spoke of severe water shortage in and around the city. One said the river water they relied on was dirty and they needed 

wells to be drilled. A farmer in Heer-adey, Hiran, said they had been hit by drought, locusts, and caterpillars on their farms. In Middle Shabelle, a caller 

said his camels were suffering due to drought. A female caller in Merka, Lower Shabelle, said they needed water and food aid from the government. A 

caller in Baidoa saying she was a mother of six children appealed for help as the water scarcity intensified. A caller in Tiyeglow, Bakool, said their livestock 

were dying. In Gedo, a caller in Bardera said the livelihoods of farmers and pastoralists were threatened. A caller in Beledhawo said their livestock were 

dying and people’s lives were devastated.

Environmental issues – several callers in northern regions said they were in increasing conflict over food and resources with wildlife, especially monkeys. 

One caller in Garadag, Sanag, said people were sitting outside their houses armed with rocks and sticks to chase off the monkey stealing food. Some 

callers were concerned that no action was being taken to stop tree cutting, which was exacerbating the drought.

Livestock – among the calls to the Radio Vet programme there were requests for livestock treatment campaigns from callers in Togdher (Sheikh) and 

Lower Shabelle.

Locusts - callers in Awdal reported locust invasions. One in Seyla said they had lost their water and their vegetation and needed urgent help. A caller in 

Ainabo said locusts were worsening the impact of drought. A caller in Erigabo said their farm produce was affected.

COVID19 – there were calls from various places about Coronavirus. A caller in Adado said the diseases was widespread there and they wanted access to 

the vaccines. A caller identifying as an IDP in a camp in Abudwak said people were sick and needed help. A caller in Ballidhig, Togdher, said they were 

suffering from drought amidst the pandemic.
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Date Location Gender Theme Remarks

7-Apr-22

Salahley   

Marodi-Jeh    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.H in Salahley. I would like to know what causes the 

Coronavirus and how it started. I would also like to know how we can deal with this disease. 

Thank you. 

13-Apr-22 Marodi-Jeh  female COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.M.M in Marodi-Jeh. I would like to know the symptoms of the 

Coronavirus and how we can stay safe from this virus. Thank you.

7-Apr-22 Somaliland  male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, I would like to know if someone who has recovered from the Coronavirus can 

get it again for the second or third time. Thank you. 

13-Apr-22

Ballidhig   

Togdher    male COVID19/  WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, Y. in Balli-dhig. There is drought in the area and we are in the midst of the 

Coronavirus pandemic. We would like the government and aid organizations to intervene. 

7-Apr-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male

COVID19/

IDPs

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Alla-Amin camp in Abudwak. The Coronavirus is prevalent in 

the area, the people are coughing and they are sick. We are IDPs and we need help. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H. in Adado. I would like to know how we can prevent the spread of 

the COVID19. Thank you. 

13-Apr-22

Adado  

Galgadud    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Adado. The Coronavirus is widespread in the area, we have 

heard that the vaccines have reached the country however we haven't got them. We would like 

the government to bring us the vaccines. 

8-Apr-22

Mogadishu   

Banadir    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I.M. in Mogadishu. I would like the doctor to tell us where the 

Coronavirus comes from and how we can treat it. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22

Beledweyne   

Hiran    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.A in Beledweyne, Hiran. We have got rainfall after a long dry 

season. The Coronavirus poses danger to this area and we pray that God protects us from this 

8-Apr-22

Bardera   

Gedo    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.A in Bardera. We pray that God protects us from the 

Coronavirus. I would like to know how we can recognize someone who has got this disease and 

how can it be treated. Thanks. 

Most calls to Radio Ergo’s audience feedback platform in the week 7-13 April 2022 raised the continuing if not worsening challenges and hardships being 

caused by ongoing drought, with lack of water, food, and animal fodder, and rising prices. In the few areas that reported rainfall this week the callers said 

it was not enough or had been short-lived. Locust invasions were reported by callers in some northern parts including Awdal, Together, Sanag and Sool. 

COVID19 seemed to concern some callers who indicated that it was prevalent in their areas and had questions about protection. The following 

summarises the calls by theme.

Drought – in the north, callers in Baki, Lughaya, and Silil in Awdal complained of prolonged harsh drought conditions, with one saying drought had killed 

their goats, camels and even donkeys. A caller in Hawd said there was drought and water scarcity and they needed aid agencies to help them. Togdher 

and Sanag produced the most calls. A caller in Buhodle said they had received a little rainfall but now they were calling for aid. A caller in Doqoshay said 

many people from there had migrated across the border into Ethiopia where some rain had fallen. In Qoryalle a caller said the water wells were now 

running dry and no rain was in sight, so they needed water aid. A caller in Badhan said they had received a little ‘deyr’ rainfall leaving some pasture, but 

now they feared a return to drought. A caller in an area of Sanag region without any water sources said the price of water had skyrocketed and they 

needed aid. Another said his livestock had become so weak they could barely walk the long way to the nearest water. A caller in Ainabo said they had 

water and fodder for their livestock but no clean water for families. A female caller said the drought was worsening there. In Puntland, there were calls 

about worsening drought and water scarcity from several parts of Bari region including Karkar, Qalanqale, Qardo, and Rakho-Raho. One caller said their 

livestock were dying and they and other families facing hardships needed aid. A caller in Garowe said in areas that received some rainfall, the water was 

quickly depleted by migrating families with their livestock. In Mudug, a caller in Hinlabi said they needed help repairing broken water pumps. In Galgadud, 

callers in Adado, Dusamareb, Balanbale, Galo, and Guriel said livestock had died, water catchments were dry, and they needed food and other aid. A 

caller in Abudwak said food was short and prices of fuel were rising, whilst the little rainfall had not been enough for their starving livestock to recover. In 

Hiran, callers in Beletweyne spoke of severe water shortage in and around the city. One said the river water they relied on was dirty and they needed 

wells to be drilled. A farmer in Heer-adey, Hiran, said they had been hit by drought, locusts, and caterpillars on their farms. In Middle Shabelle, a caller 

said his camels were suffering due to drought. A female caller in Merka, Lower Shabelle, said they needed water and food aid from the government. A 

caller in Baidoa saying she was a mother of six children appealed for help as the water scarcity intensified. A caller in Tiyeglow, Bakool, said their livestock 

were dying. In Gedo, a caller in Bardera said the livelihoods of farmers and pastoralists were threatened. A caller in Beledhawo said their livestock were 

dying and people’s lives were devastated.

Environmental issues – several callers in northern regions said they were in increasing conflict over food and resources with wildlife, especially monkeys. 

One caller in Garadag, Sanag, said people were sitting outside their houses armed with rocks and sticks to chase off the monkey stealing food. Some 

callers were concerned that no action was being taken to stop tree cutting, which was exacerbating the drought.

Livestock – among the calls to the Radio Vet programme there were requests for livestock treatment campaigns from callers in Togdher (Sheikh) and 

Lower Shabelle.

Locusts - callers in Awdal reported locust invasions. One in Seyla said they had lost their water and their vegetation and needed urgent help. A caller in 

Ainabo said locusts were worsening the impact of drought. A caller in Erigabo said their farm produce was affected.

COVID19 – there were calls from various places about Coronavirus. A caller in Adado said the diseases was widespread there and they wanted access to 

the vaccines. A caller identifying as an IDP in a camp in Abudwak said people were sick and needed help. A caller in Ballidhig, Togdher, said they were 

suffering from drought amidst the pandemic.
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13-Apr-22 South Central male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, we have been told that the Coronavirus causes headache and fever, however I 

would like to know if this disease can be treated like the flu. 

10-Apr-22 South Central        male COVID19/ WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing drought, water shortage and disease outbreaks including the 

pandemic COVID19. We need the government to reach out to us as soon as possible. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22 Sanag        female

Prices/

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.S.M in Sanag region. There is drought and inflation of prices. We 

get our food from Bosasso and it has now become expensive, we need the government to 

stabilize the prices. 

12-Apr-22 Somaliland        male

Fire/Prices/    

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are in the month of Ramadan and since the market in Hargeisa got burnt, 

there has been a rise in commodity prices, we need the government to intervene in the rising 

inflation rates. We also pray that we get rainfall. 

7-Apr-22

Hargeisa   

Marodi-jeh    male Fire/WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are the people that lost their businesses to the fire outbreak in Hargeisa. 

We are counting losses and we need the government to help us recover from this disaster. There 

9-Apr-22

Galkayo   

Mudug    male Prices

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.K in Galkayo. Inflation has hit our food prices. The people are not 

able to afford food and we need help. 

11-Apr-22 South Central        male Prices

Hello Radio Ergo,  there is drought that has affected many parts of the country. There is also 

inflation of prices that has affected fresh vegetables and food that we consume daily. 

12-Apr-22

Abudwak    

Galgadud    male Aid/IDPs

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Abudwak. We are IDPs in Alla-Amin camp. There was an aid 

organization called Himilo that has taken our photos and promised to give us aid. However we 

have not got any aid. We are reporting this and we are hoping to get action taken. 
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12-Apr-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male IDPs

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Abudwak. We are part of many families that have migrated 

here and we need aid organizations and government to know about the dire situation in this 

area. 

10-Apr-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Buhodle. I would like the vet doctor to tell us how we can 

treat CCPP disease. Thank you. 

28/03/2021

Sheikh

Togdher male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sheikh, there is drought in the area. Our livestock are also sick 

and we want to get a livestock treatment campaign in the area. 

12-Apr-22

Jariban   

Mudug    male Livestock/ WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.M in Jariban. There is widespread drought, our livestock are also 

sick and they have got different diseases. We would like Radio Ergo to share our messages. 

10-Apr-22

Lower 

Shabelle        female Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I. in Lower Shabelle. Our livestock are dying due to diseases. We 

need the government to help us treat our livestock. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22 South Central male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, we are pastoralists and our goats are sick. Drought and diseases have taken a 

toll on our livestock, they are weak and many of them have got running noses. We need them to 

be treated. Thank you. 

8-Apr-22

Beledweyne 

Hiran male Livestock

Hello my name is K.H in Beledweyne. Our goats are sick and they are coughing. We are also in 

the drought season and we are worried, please tell us how we can treat them.

8-Apr-22

Lughaya   

Awdal    female Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F. in Lughaya. There are widespread locusts that have invaded us. 

We would like to get aid intervention. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Seyla 

Awdal    male

Locust/

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.I.R in Seyla. We are facing drought and a locust invasion. We 

have lost our vegetation and water. If we don't get help in the next few days we might be in a 

dire situation. 

11-Apr-22 Togdher        male Locust

Hello my name is O. in Togdher. We are worried about locusts that have descended on our 

vegetation. We would like the locusts to sprayed. Thank you.

13-Apr-22 Sanag        male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sanag. My name is F.A.F. We are worried about locusts that 

have descended on the fields. We are appealing for intervention. Thank you. 

8-Apr-22

Erigabo   

Sanag    male Locust/   WASH

Hello my name is A.F, in Erigabo, we have been invaded by locusts that have descended on our 

vegetation and farm produce. There is also drought that has wreaked havoc, we are therefore 

appealing for help. 

11-Apr-22

Ainabo   

Sool    male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.O. in Ainabo. We are worried about locusts that have been a 

threat to our vegetation and which are worsening the effects of drought.

11-Apr-22

Garadag   

Sanag    male WASH/ Wildlife

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Garadag. There are wild monkeys that have been attacking us 

and taking away our food. We are now seated outside our homes with rocks and sticks to chase 

away these monkeys. 
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8-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH/ Wildlife

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sanag region. My name is Y.K.J, we are facing prolonged 

drought. There are also squirrels and monkeys that are attacking us and taking away the food. 

8-Apr-22 Somaliland        male WASH/ Wildlife

Hello my name name is K.J.A in Igar. There is prolonged drought that has led wild animals 

including monkeys, squirrels and birds coming out to take away our food. We need the 

government intervention in this drought season. 

7-Apr-22 Puntland        male WASH/ Wildlife

Hello Radio Ergo, I would like to speak about the severe drought conditions that have even 

caused monkeys to come out of the wild and grapple with the people over food. 

7-Apr-22 Puntland        male WASH/ Wildlife

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A. We are concerned about wild monkeys that have been 

attacking our livestock. We need help so that we can stop these monkeys. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22

Baki   

Awdal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Baki, Awdal. We have been affected by prolonged drought. 

We pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22

Lughaya   

Awdal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, Y.H.A I am calling from Lughaya. There is drought in this area that has killed our 

goats, camels and even donkeys. 

11-Apr-22

Silil          

Awdal male WASH

Hello I am calling from Silil in Somaliland. We have been facing prolonged drought and the aid 

organizations have neglected us. 

13-Apr-22

Galooley

Marodi-jeh male WASH

Hello, my name is H.A.S from Galooley, we are complaining about water scarcity and drought, 

people here are facing a dire situation, we are appealing for help. Thank you.

8-Apr-22

Hawd   

Somaliland    male WASH+F77

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.J in Hawd. There is water shortage and drought in this area and 

we need aid organizations to help us. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Tulo-Qarar   

Sahil    female WASH

Hello my name is N.I.J in Tulo-Qarar, in Sahil. We are facing prolonged drought that has affected 

our lives. We need the government to bring us aid intervention. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22 Beer   Togdher    male WASH

Hello my name K.A.E. in Beer, Togdher. We are facing drought, the dry season has been 

prolonged. We would like the Somaliland government to bring us aid. 

12-Apr-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Buhodle and there is drought, water shortage and much 

hardship in the area. We need aid intervention, please share our message. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello my name is A.D.J in Buhodle. We are facing prolonged drought and we pray that we get 

rainfall. Thank you Radio Ergo for your services. 

11-Apr-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.J in Buhodle. There is drought and water shortage, although we 

had received some little rainfall. We are now appealing for aid intervention. Thank you
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10-Apr-22

Dadmaren   

Togdher     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Daadmareen, Togdher. There is drought and water shortage, 

please share our message so that we can get help. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Doqoshey   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Doqoshey, there is drought in this area and many people have 

migrated to Ethiopia which had received some rainfall.  

7-Apr-22

Qoryalle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.H in Qoryalle. We haven't got the rainfall although we have got 

some water. We hope that the rainy season will begin soon. Thank you Radio Ergo.

10-Apr-22

Qoryalle   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A in Qoryalle, Togdher. There is drought and water shortage in 

the area. The water wells are running dry and we need water aid. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22 Togdher        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name A.A in Togdher. We are pastoralists and we are facing water and 

fodder shortage that has affected our livestock. We need the government and aid agencies to 

reach us. Thank you. 

9-Apr-22 Togdher        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H in Togdher. There is drought that has affected the people and 

we need the government to help us get water and food aid. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22 Togdher        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Togdher. We have been devastated by drought that has killed 

our livestock. We need aid intervention. 

10-Apr-22

Badhan   

Sanag    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H. in Badhan. The drought affected families that are appealing to 

aid organizations should pray to God for rainfall. 

9-Apr-22

Badhan   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. in Badhan, Sanag. We have got some little deyr rainfall and the 

livestock have got some little fodder but we are afraid that we might quickly return to the dry 

season. 

13-Apr-22

Badhan   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.A, I am calling from Badhan. There is drought in the area. We 

have not got any aid intervention and we would like the government to bring us aid. Thank you.

12-Apr-22

Garadag   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.G in Garadag. We are facing severe drought that is taking a toll 

on the livestock. We are appealing for swift aid intervention before the situation gets out of 

control. Thank you. 

9-Apr-22

Hadaftimo   

Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hadaaftimo, Sanag region. We are facing water shortage in 

this area and we are appealing for help. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello my name is S.R in Garadag, Sanag. We are doing well although there is drought and the 

rainfall has delayed. We pray that we get the rainfall. 

13-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello H.M in Sanag region. We are facing drought in the area. We don't have access to water and 

we would like to get water aid from the Somaliland government. 
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10-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello I am calling from Sanag region. There is water shortage and our livestock are dying due to 

the severe weather conditions. We pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.M.S in Sanag region. We are facing drought and we don't have 

wells or water catchment areas. The price of water has sky rocketed and we need water aid. 

Thank you. 

12-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Sanag region. There is severe drought and water shortage 

that has wreaked havoc in this area. We are appealing for aid intervention. Thank you. 

8-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.S in Sanag region. There has been severe drought that has hit us, 

our livestock have become weak and can barely walk long distances to get water. Please share 

our message so that we can get help. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello my name is A.A.S, I am calling from Sanag. We are facing drought and water scarcity. We 

would like the aid organizations to help us cope with the water shortage. Thank you.

11-Apr-22 Sanag         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is S.S in El-Afweyn, Sanag. There is drought and water shortage, 

please share our message so that we can get help. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22 Ainabo    Sarar    female WASH

Hello my name is A.W.R in Ainabo. We are concerned about the worsening drought situation. 

Please share our concerns with the aid organizations. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Ainabo  

Sarar male WASH

Hello my name is A.A.D in Ainabo. We have got water and fodder for the livestock, however we 

have not got any drinking water. The water is bitter and not safe for drinking. There is generally 

drought in the country. 

10-Apr-22

Hudun 

Sool    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A.J in Hudun, Sool region. We are farmers and we are facing 

drought and water shortage, we are therefore appealing for humanitarian aid. 

13-Apr-22 Somaliland  male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.H in Af-weyne. There is drought and hardships in the area. We 

would like the aid organizations to reach us with swift water aid. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello my name is S.O in Talabud. We are facing water shortage. We are informing you of our 

situation and we would like the Somaliland government to bring us aid. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22 Somaliland        female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we need water aid, our goats have been depleted in the drought and we have 

been displaced from our homes. We need aid intervention. 

11-Apr-22 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Ali-Awad. We are facing drought although there is some cloud 

cover and we are hoping the rainfall will come soon. I am urging people to pray to God. 
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7-Apr-22 Somaliland         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Somaliland. We have not received the seasonal rainfall, we 

are facing water shortage and we need the government to help us get water. Thank you. 

13-Apr-22

Somali Region 

Ethiopia male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Cagar-weyne. My name M.D.A, there has been prolonged 

drought in the area. Three rainy seasons have failed and we are losing our livestock. 

12-Apr-22

Jigjiga   Somali 

Region    male WASH

Hello my name is S.M in Jigjiga. We have been facing severe drought and we need aid 

intervention. Thank you. 

13-Apr-22

Karkar 

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name A.A.F I am calling from Karkar, we are facing drought and many 

people have lost their livestock. 

13-Apr-22

Qalanqale   

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Qalanqale. We are facing drought and water scarcity, we 

therefore need aid intervention. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Qardo   

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Qardo and we are facing drought and water shortage. We are 

facing hardship and our livestock are dying, we need the aid organizations to help us and many 

other families facing hardships. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22

Rako-Raho   

Bari    female WASH

Hello my name is S.M in Rako-Raaho. We are facing drought and water shortage. Please share 

our message so that we can get intervention. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22

Rako-Raho   

Bari    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.M in Rako-Raaho. There is drought and water scarcity and we 

need help in getting water. Thank you. 

9-Apr-22

Garowe   

Nugal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name A.A in Garowe. There are many people that are facing severe drought 

conditions in this Ramadan period and they need humanitarian aid. 

10-Apr-22

Garowe   

Nugal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Garowe. There is drought and although some areas got the 

rainfall, the water was quickly depleted by migrating families that flocked into these areas. 

9-Apr-22 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is severe and prolonged drought and we pray that we get the rainfall. 

Please pray for us. 

7-Apr-22 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing prolonged drought and water shortage. We are hoping to get 

water aid as the rainfall has delayed. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22 Puntland        male WASH

Hello I am calling from Puntland. We would like the government and aid organizations to help us 

save our livestock in this dry season. Thank you. 

8-Apr-22 Puntland        female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A. There is drought and water shortage in this area. We pray that 

we can get rainfall. Thank you. 
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11-Apr-22 Puntland         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing widespread drought and we pray that God lifts this drought. 

Thank you. 

11-Apr-22

Hinlabi   

Mudug    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M. in Hinlabi. We are worried about drought, and our water 

pump generators have broken down. We would like to get help. Please share our message. 

11-Apr-22

Hobyo   

Mudug    male WASH

Hello I am calling from Hobyo. There is drought and hot temperatures in the area. That is our 

main concern in the area. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male

WASH/

Prices

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Abudwak. There is food shortage and petrol prices are rising. 

There is also drought in the area as the little rainfall was not enough for the starving livestock to 

recover. We need aid intervention. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.Y in Adado. Our livestock have perished due to drought, we 

pray that we get the rainfall. Please share our message with aid organizations so that they can 

reach us. 

7-Apr-22

Balanbale   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A in Balanbale. We are facing drought and water shortage and 

we need water and food aid. We have also lost our livestock to the drought. 

13-Apr-22

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.F in Dhusamareb. We are facing water scarcity and drought. 

The water catchment areas have dried. We would like Radio Ergo to share our message. The 

government has neglected us.

13-Apr-22

Galo    

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Galo, Galgadud. We are facing drought and we have lost our 

livestock. There is also insecurity. We would like to get humanitarian aid. Thank you. 

10-Apr-22

Guriel    

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello my name is F.A in Guriel. The people and livestock are feeling the drought, we are 

appealing to the government to reach us with water aid. 

13-Apr-22

Beledweyne    

Hiran    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I calling from West Beledweyne. We are facing drought and water scarcity, we 

depended on the river water and now it has become dirty. We would like to get wells drilled in 

the area. 

10-Apr-22

Beledweyne   

Hiran    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is R.A in Beledweyne. We are facing drought and water shortage. We 

are facing a dire situation and we are appealing for help. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Beledweyne   

Hiran    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is O. in Beledweyne. There is severe drought in this city and its 

environs, we had received some rainfall although it was short-lived and it didn't help much. 

Thank you. 

7-Apr-22

War-Iishe   

M.Shabelle    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from War-iishe, Middle Shabelle. Our camels are facing severe 

drought and water shortage. We are appealing for aid intervention. Thank you. 
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8-Apr-22

Marka  

L.Shabelle    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S. in Marko. We are facing severe drought and we need the Somali 

government to help with water and food aid. Thank you. 

9-Apr-22

Burhakaba   

Bay    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.M in Buurhakaba, we are facing prolonged drought that is taking 

a toll on our livestock. The rainy seasons have failed and we are appealing for help. Thank you. 

12-Apr-22

Baidoa   

Bay    female WASH

Hello my name is F.A.A in Baidoa. I am a mother of six children and we are facing drought and 

water shortage in this area. The situation continues to worsen and we are appealing for help. 

Thank you. 

11-Apr-22

Baidoa   

Bay    male WASH

Hello my name is M.H.A in Baidoa. We are doing well although the temperatures have risen and 

there is water shortage. We pray that we get the rainfall soon. 

12-Apr-22

Tiyeglow   

Bakool    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.N in Tiyeglow, Bakool. We are facing drought and our livestock 

are dying, we therefore need swift aid intervention. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22

Bardera   

Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.F in Bardera. This area has been facing drought that has 

threatened our livelihoods, the pastoralist communities and farmers have been affected and we 

pray to God for rainfall. 

13-Apr-22

Beledhawo 

Gedo  male WASH

 Hello Radio Ergo, it's S. from Beled-hawo, we are complaining about severe water shortage that 

has devastated our lives, our livestock are dying and we are appealing for help. Thank you.  

13-Apr-22 Gedo        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Gedo. We are facing drought and water scarcity, we would 

like the aid organizations to reach us. W are pray for rainfall. 

8-Apr-22 Gedo        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.O.A in Gedo. We are facing a widespread and severe drought 

that has affected this region. We need aid organizations to bring us aid intervention. Thank you. 

9-Apr-22

Dhobley   

L.Juba    male WASH

Hello I am calling from Dhobley, Lower Juba. We are facing water shortage and drought. The 

pastoralist communities are losing their livestock and we pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

8-Apr-22 South Central        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I would like to inform you that there has been widespread water shortage and 

drought. We need water aid. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22 South Central        male WASH Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing severe drought and we pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

11-Apr-22 South central         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.Y, I would like to speak about drought and hot temperatures in 

this area. We pray that we get rainfall soon. Thank you.  

9-Apr-22

Heer-Adey   

Hiran    male

Agriculture/ 

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M. in Heer-adey, Hiran. There has been prolonged drought 

although we have got some recent rainfall. However the farmers have been hit by water 

shortage, locusts, and pests including caterpillars. 
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8-Apr-22

Mogadishu   

Banadir    male Agriculture

Hello my name is A. in Mogadishu. I am happy about the programmes that were aimed at 

building canals for farmers in Hiran region. I am sure these programmes will uplift the farmers 

and improve their output. 

13-Apr-22

Faqa-ayub   

Togdher    male Environment

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.S. in Togdher particularly in Faqa-Ayub. There are people cutting 

down trees and it is worsening the drought in the area.  The Somaliland government has not 

taken any action. We would like Radio Ergo help in conserving the environment. 

11-Apr-22 Banadir        male

Environment/ 

Floods

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Banadir. I would like to ask the environment expert about 

floods, what causes them and how can we prevent them. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22 South Central        male Environment

Hello Radio Ergo, there are people that are cutting down trees and we need the government to 

stop the environmental degradation. 

8-Apr-22

Ayn     

Togdher    female Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Ayn. We have got some small downpours although the 

temperatures are still hot. We hope that we get more rainfall. Thank you. 

7-Apr-22 Somaliland        male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, we have got the rainfall and I am urging people to pray to God instead of 

always complaining about the weather. 

11-Apr-22

Aroley     

Nugal    male Rain

Hello my I.A.F in Aroley, Nugal. We have got some little rainfall and many people are migrating 

to this area. 

10-Apr-22

Adado   

Galgadud    female Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F. in Adado. We have got rainfall although it was a little short-lived. 

We are now facing hot temperatures and we pray that we get more rainfall. 

12-Apr-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.D in Adado. We have got some little rainfall and we hope that we 

get the Gu seasonal rainfall soon. Thank you. 
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